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CREATIVE AND THERAPY ACTIVITIES DISABILITY GROUP 
Statement by Member for Kingsley 

MRS J. HUGHES (Kingsley) [12.58 pm]:  This afternoon I will highlight some great work that is currently 
ongoing through the Creative and Therapy Activities Disability Group.  CATA is a day care centre for people 
with disabilities and the frail aged.  It is based within my electorate in Warwick and services the northern area of 
Perth.  It conducts a number of events throughout the year involving up to 100 clients and carers.  Its efforts 
include providing transport, entertainment, respite camps, and services and meals to clients and members.  The 
staff of CATA are a dedicated team whose expertise lie in the areas of disability services, business 
administration and creative therapy. 

Their purpose is to improve the quality of life for people with disabilities and the frail aged by offering programs 
that act as a stepping stone from being isolated within their homes to being involved in the community, as well 
as providing an extremely important support network for carers. 

Currently, CATA is involved in the “As We Are” art exhibition.  I recently visited the day care centre and was 
able to meet some of the artists and present a cheque to assist in the hosting and organising of such an event.  
CATA is one of the organisations driving and supporting this event.  The “As We Are” art exhibition, as it is 
badged, is a separate entity and is made up of groups and individuals from various sectors of the disability 
services industry.  I acknowledge Robyn DeJong and Pam Fisher from CATA; Patti Ferber from Nulsen Haven; 
Rosalind Lewis, who started the exhibition; and Jennie Newman, who is the curator and committee worker.  
Congratulations to them on their vision and dedication.  The exhibition will run from 14 October to 6 November 
at the State Library in the Alexander Building.  It will feature work from artists with an intellectual disability, 
who may come from culturally diverse communities, with particular focus on those artists with a severe or 
profound disability.  I urge everybody to attend and support the exhibition.   

Sitting suspended from 1.00 to 2.00 pm 
 


